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A well-designed total compensation package 
is an effective means of attracting, retaining 
and motivating high-potential talent, 
supporting business goals, and increasing 
tax and cost efficiency

Purpose of 
this document

• Our goal is to familiarise non-listed companies like yours with the 
basics of total compensation and outline how long-term incentive 
plans can drive the success of your business.

• This document will enable you to assess the advantages of equity 
participation, decide whether these plans might be a good fit for 
your business, and understand the questions to consider to avoid 
common pitfalls.

• We outline two of the most commonly used forms of equity 
participation: employee share plans and restricted share unit plans.

• Since every company has its unique objectives, there is no ‘one-
size-fits-all’ solution. The information provided in this document is 
intended to give you an overview, and should be considered in the 
context of your company and its individual circumstances. 
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Introduction 
to long-term 

incentive plans

Overview of compensation elements
Total compensation consists of various components

• Prospective
• Variable
• Participation in long-term value creation  

(often 3-5 years)
• Aligning interests of employees with 

shareholders

• Retrospective
• Variable
• Short-term (often 12 months)

• Fixed
• Often based on size of role and associated 

responsibilities

• Sustainable and legally compliant solution 
needed

• Pressure on funding of liabilities
• Benefits often used to improve employment 

proposition and morale 

1

Bonus

Base salary

Pensions and social 
security

fringe benefits

Focus of 
this booklet

Long-term  
incentives (LTIs)
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Considerations
As part of a well-balanced total compensation system, an LTI should:
• link pay to performance
• drive the ‘right behaviours’ of employees
• be a ‘best fit’ with the overall business strategy
• be only as complex as necessary
• take into account all perspectives

Key questions
• Is your compensation structure linked to your long-term business strategy?
• Does your reward strategy support your culture and values?
• Are you looking for ways to attract and retain the right talent?
• Are your interests aligned with the interests of your key employees?
• Is your compensation-related cash flow a current issue for your company?
• How should employees participate (cash vs. equity) and who should be eligible?

?
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Long-term incentive plans (LTIs)
You don’t always have to give away ownership rights with an LTI

‘Real’ equity participation
‘Real’ equity participation means that employees ultimately receive real shares 
in your business. This encourages high employee commitment, and may create 
an opportunity for tax-free capital gains in Switzerland.

Instruments:
• Employee share purchase plans
• Restricted share units
• Performance share units
• Stock options

Cash participation
‘Phantom’ share plans are cash settled plans that economically mirror the 
development in the value of real shares but result in a cash payout for the 
employee. This means no shares are allocated, which generally results in less 
complexity and enables you to maintain current ownership rights.

Instruments:
• Phantom shares
• Phantom options
• Deferred cash models

Opportunity to become a shareholder Remuneration in cash
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Considerations
• Both ‘real’ and ‘phantom’ equity participation link the employees’ financial interests to those of 

the business
• Cash-based programmes allow more flexibility, are simpler to administrate, and preserve the 

ownership structure of a business
• Shares create a strong and long-term connection between the employee and the company
• Tax-free capital gains in Switzerland can only be realised by allocating real shares

Key questions
• Are sufficient financial resources available to afford a cash-based 

programme?
• Would employees prefer real participation or short-term cash?
• Does the possible increase in the value of the shares and the resulting 

potential tax-free private capital gain in Switzerland outweigh the 
value of an immediate cash payment?

• How can you guarantee retention after a significant cash payment 
has been made?

• If real equity participation is to be introduced, which instrument best 
fits your needs? 

?
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Whether a company is growing 
organically or inorganically, 
there are many challenges when 
managing growth. A well-balanced 
compensation system with equity 
components can be used as a 
key instrument to tackle these 
challenges and enable growth.

Emerging companies face various challenges

Managing  
growth

Grow  
inorganically

Fund growth

Control growth

Manage 
profitability

Manage the risks 
of growth

Manage  
ownership

Grow  
organically

COMPENSATION
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Case study:
share plans  

vs. RSU plans

2
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L&P AG* is a privately owned, fast-growing company based in the canton of Zurich.

The owners realised that with the increasing success of the business various new 
challenges were emerging:

• Employees were unsatisfied with their compensation package 
after comparing competitors’ offerings

• Key team members did not feel rewarded for the value they 
create

• The interests of the owners were not aligned with those of 
the employees

• Highly promising candidates decided not to join L&P AG

To stay on top, L&P AG wants to broaden its total compensation 
system with the addition of an LTI for management and other 
key employees.

The LTI should create long-term alignment, enable tax-free capital gains in 
Switzerland, and support future business strategy, including the possibility of a 
third-party transaction or an IPO.

A typical client challenge

L&P AG wants to understand the consequences of implementing 
either a share plan or an RSU plan. What are the relevant 
considerations from a design and tax perspective? 

*The name of the client is fictitious. No similarity to any existing company is intended.
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Design 
considerations
Share plans

Overview of design considerations

• Under share plans, employees either 
get the right to purchase shares of 
the employer, usually at preferential 
conditions (i.e. purchase price < fair 
value of shares), or receive shares 
for free.

• Allocated shares are often subject 
to a blocking period (Swiss market 
practice: 3-5 years).

• For each year of blocking, a fixed 
tax discount can be applied. In case 
of early unblocking, the tax discount 
has to be equated at the date of 
unblocking.

• After the blocking period, 
employees have the option of selling 
the shares (e.g. back to employer in 
a defined repurchase window).
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L&P AG case study
Assumption:
If L&P AG decides to introduce a share 
plan, the following design would be  
considered:

• Shares are subject to a 3-year  
blocking period

• Shares are allocated free of charge, i.e. 
no purchase price has to be paid by the 
employees

Result:
• Employees obtain ownership of the 

shares in year 0

• Due to the blocking period, a tax 
discount of approx. 16% can be asserted, 
i.e. the taxable benefit is reduced

• As of year 0, any increase in share value 
will generally be considered a tax-free 
private capital gain*

year 0 year 1

End of blocking periodTransfer of shares

year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5

Blocking period Shares freely disposable

*Provided certain requirements are met 
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Design 
considerations
Restricted share unit  
(RSU) plans

Overview of design considerations

• An RSU represents a right to 
receive a share free of charge after 
the vesting period (Swiss market 
practice: 3-5 years).

• During the vesting period, an 
ongoing employment relationship 
has to be maintained to receive the 
shares (possibility to additionally 
define the performance criteria to be 
achieved).

• The vesting can take place on either 
a staggered (over a number of 
years) or a cliff basis (all at once).

• Employees have no ownership rights 
until actual share allocation.

• There is the possibility of receiving 
‘dividend equivalents’ during the 
vesting period.

L&P AG case study
Assumption:
• If L&P AG decides to introduce an RSU 

plan, the RSUs would be subject to a 
3-year vesting period

Result:
• The shares are only transferred in  

year 3

• The employer has to track the 
employee’s tax residency during the 
entire vesting period

• As of share allocation (in year 3), any 
share value increase will generally be 
considered a tax-free private capital 
gain*

year 0 year 1

Vesting: transfer of sharesGrant of RSUs

year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5

Vesting period Shares freely disposable

*Provided certain requirements are met 



High-level tax 
considerations
What are the tax consequences for the plan 
participants for each of the alternatives?

Share plan RSU plan

Ownership Restricted ownership as of allocation in year 0, 
unrestricted ownership as of unblocking in year 3

Full ownership as of share transfer in year 3, no restriction 
afterwards

Income tax Shares received at preferential conditions are 
considered as employment income subject to 
income tax and social security contributions

Shares are considered as employment income subject to income 
tax and social security contributions

Taxable moment Allocation of shares in year 0 Vesting/actual share transfer in year 3

Taxable benefit Fair value of shares less tax discount Fair value of shares at vesting/actual share transfer

Tax discount Approx. 6% for each year of blocking Not applicable

Possibility of tax-free 
private capital gain

Increase in value between allocation in year 0 and 
sale of shares*

Increase in value between vesting in year 3 and sale of shares*

Wealth tax Shares held as of 31 December are subject to 
wealth tax

RSUs are not subject to wealth tax
Shares held as of 31 December are subject to wealth tax

Termination of 
employment

In practice, shares are usually repurchased by the 
employer (at or below fair value)

If termination occurs during the vesting period, the employee 
generally forfeits all rights to receive shares
If termination occurs after vesting, shares are usually repurchased 
by the employer (at or below fair value)

3
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*Provided certain conditions are met (see section on valuation of shares)
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year 0 year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5 year 0 year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5

Blocking period of 3 years Shares freely disposable Vesting period of 3 years Shares freely disposable

Illustrative example (1/2)
Assumptions

General assumptions
Fair value of share

L&P has correctly applied all 
valuation principles* 

*Assuming that L&P has used a valuation formula which is in line with cantonal tax practice and that the individual does not qualify as a professional securities dealer

Share plan assumptions
Shares allocated free of charge

RSU plan assumptions

year 0 year 1

100 in year 0

300 in year 3
400 in year 5

year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5

100 shares 
allocated in 

year 0

100 RSUs 
granted in 

year 0

100 shares 
vested in 

year 3

Sale of 
shares in  

year 5

Sale of 
shares in  

year 5
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Share plan RSU plan

Calculation of 
employment income

Employee reporting 
obligations

Employer  
obligations

Calculation of 
employment income

Employee reporting 
obligations

Employer  
obligations

The allocation of shares 
results in employment 
income (fair value of 

shares times number of 
shares): 

100 × 100 = 10,000

For the blocking period, 
a tax discount can be 

applied:
10,000 – 16.038% = 

8,396.20

If the individual is 
required to file a tax 

return, the employment 
income resulting from the 
shares has to be reported 

accordingly

Shares held as of 31 
December need to be 

declared at fair value in 
the asset statement for 

wealth tax purposes

Withholding obligations
The employer is obliged 

to withhold income 
taxes and social security 

contributions,  
if applicable

Reporting obligations
The shares have to be 
reported in the salary 
certificate (including 

attachment)

No employment  
income arises

If the individual is 
required to file a tax 

return, the RSUs have 
to be reported ‘pro 

memoria’ (i.e. at nil value) 
in the asset statement

The grant of RSUs has 
to be reported in an 

attachment to the salary 
certificate (for information 

purposes only)

None Shares held as of 31 
December need to be 

declared at fair value in 
the asset statement for 

wealth tax purposes

None The fair value of the 
allocated shares times 

number of shares:
100 x 300 = 30,000

If the individual is 
required to file a tax 

return, the employment 
income resulting from the 
shares has to be reported 

accordingly

Shares held as of 31 
December need to be 

declared at fair value in 
the asset statement for 

wealth tax purposes

Withholding obligations
The employer is obliged 

to withhold income 
taxes and social security 

contributions,  
if applicable

Reporting obligations
The shares have to be 
reported in the salary 
certificate (including 

attachment)

Tax-free capital gain on 
spread between amount 
realised at sale and origi-
nal employment income:
(100 × 400) – 8,396.20 = 

31,603.80

None None Tax-free capital gain on 
spread between amount 
realised at sale and origi-
nal employment income:

(100 x 400) – 30,000 = 
10,000

None None

Illustrative example (2/2)

0

5

3

Year



Considerations
• Under both plans the employees become shareholders of the company
• The achievement of tax-free private capital gain is possible with both alternatives (however, 

in the case of shares, the employee already participates in the increase in value as of year 0, 
while with RSUs the increase in value between years 0 and 3 is taxed as employment income)

• Shares have to be created or purchased from existing shareholders
• The business strategy of the company should be reflected

Key questions
• Intention: What is the main goal of the LTI (retention/alignment of 

employees, clear focus on IPO/third-party transaction, etc.)? 
• Purpose: Will employees have to earn the shares during a certain 

period of time, or will share ownership be granted immediately? 
• Tax treatment: What are the tax consequences of each alternative? 
• Administrative effort: How easy are the plans to implement, 

maintain and administer? 

?
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4

Valuation  
of shares

Valuation of shares
• If ‘real’ equity participation is used, the fair value of the shares needs to be 

determined using an appropriate valuation formula to profit from tax-free  
capital gain.

• The Swiss tax authorities have developed rather strict requirements when it 
comes to the valuation of unlisted shares.

• For instance, accepted valuation formulas are EBITDA fixed multiples or the 
‘practitioner’s method’ (weighted average of earnings power and net  
equity value).

• If different valuation methods are used at allocation and at sale, part of the 
increase in value might be subject to income tax and social security contributions.
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In addition to the considerations mentioned above, to profit from the tax-free private capital gain individuals must not 
qualify as professional securities dealers.

Allocation  
of shares

Sale according to 
valuation formula

Sale at  
different value

Risk: may be taxed as 
employment income

Tax-free capital gainValue at 
allocation

Value  
at sale

Value  
at sale



Considerations
• The valuation formula needs to reflect the value of the company as a whole

• Generally, the tax authorities only accept audited figures as a basis for the valuation formula

• Tax authorities consider the industry when deciding on the appropriateness of a multiple

• The availability of a third-party value results in certain consequences which have to be 
assessed carefully

• The introduction of an LTI and a valuation formula for the shares might impact the existing 
shareholders from a wealth tax perspective

• The calculated values are generally applicable for 6 months only

Key questions
• Which valuation formula realistically represents the value of 

your company?
• Do the tax authorities accept the valuation formula chosen?
• How will the valuation of the shares affect the wealth tax of 

existing shareholders?
?
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LTIs can 
drive:5

Long-term motivation and retention of key employees

Entrepreneurship of employees through participation

Greater alignment between key stakeholders and 
the business strategy

Conclusion
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What steps need to be taken to design and implement  
a best-fit LTI?

1. Analyse your needs

2. Develop a basic concept and draft term sheet outlining the key 
parameters of the plan

3. Discuss the term sheet with key stakeholders

4. Work out the detailed design and draft plan rules and attachments

5. Identify an appropriate valuation formula

6. Negotiate tax treatment via a tax ruling with the relevant authorities

7. Communicate the new plan to the respective employees

8. Get the necessary agreements signed and implement the programme

9. Ensure creation of shares

10. Consider shareholder agreement

11. Administrate the plan

12. Guarantee compliance with accounting and tax requirements  
(e.g. salary certificates)

Step-by-step guide

We are happy to support you  
with any of these steps! 
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6

Our team
Who to contact in case of questions

Your contacts East

Remo Schmid
Partner  

remo.schmid@ch.pwc.com 
+41 58 792 46 08

Petra Gloor
Senior Manager  

petra.gloor@ch.pwc.com
+41 58 792 45 58

Angela Bucher
Senior Manager  

angela.bucher@ch.pwc.com
+41 58 792 43 16

Jose Marques
Partner  

jose.marques@ch.pwc.com 
+41 58 792 96 34

Johannes Smits
Director 

johannes.smits@ch.pwc.com  
+41 58 792 91 64

Gregory Cardinaux
Manager 

gregory.cardinaux@ch.pwc.com 
+41 58 792 90 93

Your contacts West
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Within People and Organisation, 
PwC has a unique combination 

of technical capabilities, market 
intelligence and analytics to help 
our clients with a broad range of 

emerging reward issues. 

By choosing PwC as your partner, 
you benefit from our extensive 

expertise and experience.

• Working with experts: Leading experts in the design and 
implementation of LTI plans taking account of the special 
characteristics of non-listed companies

• Industry knowledge: Extensive knowledge and experience in advising 
non-listed companies and private equity structures on designing a 
proper LTI which suits their needs and takes account of the relevant 
challenges

• Engaged in the market: Part of the mixed working group regarding 
wealth taxation of start-up companies in Zurich

• Senior executive rewards and governance: Advising boards and 
management teams on the appropriate structure and quantum for 
senior executive rewards  

• Tax and regulatory compliance: Assisting with the technical (tax/
regulatory) and administrative implementation challenges of LTI plans 
and reward structures 

• Incentive design and linkage to performance management: 
Adapting reward and incentive plans to structural changes

• Supporting companies towards successful transactions: Consulting 
on the best-fit solution in line with business strategy and driving the 
right employee behaviours

Our expertise and experience
A reward practice geared to your needs
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7 Glossary

Term Definition

Allocation Date when transfer of the ownership of the shares to the employee takes place

Blocking period Period during which the shares cannot be sold, disposed of, donated, pledged or transferred in any other way 

Cliff vesting Vesting of all shares at one point in time

EBIT Earnings before interest and taxes

EBITDA Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortisation

ESP plan Employee share purchase plan, a programme in which participating employees can purchase company shares (usually at a discounted price)

Fair value Value of the share determined according to an accepted valuation formula

Grant Date where the expectancy right to receive shares is granted and the duration of the vesting period starts

LTI Long-term incentive plan, used to reward long-term employee performance

Ownership rights Voting and dividend rights connected to shares

RSU Right (expectancy right) to receive shares free of charge after a predetermined period of time (vesting period), provided the employment is ongoing

Staggered vesting Vesting of shares in tranches, e.g. 1/3 each year for 3 years

Taxable benefit Amount subject to income tax and social security contributions

Taxable moment Point in time where gross employment income occurs

Vesting The date upon which the employee has an unconditional entitlement to be granted ownership of the shares/to receive the cash payment

Vesting period Predetermined period from grant to vesting during which the respective award has to be earned
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